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Dear Harold, 
Altho I'm on the West side of Florida 

(the area's known as the Negev) I caught 
a snatch of your voice on the East coast. 
I see your ideas have been vindicated. 
It's ironic that the house assass. committees 

should have spent millions of dollars and 
xmaym many months only to come up with 
questions without answers. 
How do you view the situation now? 
Instead of writing me a megilla, why not 

send me a xerox of some of your statements. 
I'm sure you are commenting almost every 
day to the media. 
I think you once gave me your reading of 
Mark Lane. Is he on your wave length? 
I also imagine the new developments will 

engender another book by you. Wx Right? 
Write? 

I hope you and the frapcarx ±xxgx frau are 
ok. 

I gotta stop now and take a dip in my 
wimmx swimming pool; I wish I could afford 
to bring yeu here. If you come to any part of 
Florida West, let me know. 
I was in Wilm. last month and zw saw Joe 

Labovsky as well as my family. They send their 
regards & admiration. You're becoming the 
most famous Delawarean of 'em all (next to the 
WAtimxxwimx Nathans who copped the Nobel prize). 
A happy & healthy 1979 to you and yours. 

Cordially, 

5232 CORONADO PARKWAY, CABE CPRAL 33904 



Dear Sam, 	 1/5/73 
It must have been real true love for a (beautiful) musician to marry your 

tin ear. 

The situation with the committee is that to the degree fact, reality and its 
incompetence permitted it did what it intended. It was never serious. It was an 
effort to put down that I think in time will be turned around. And I think I've made 
peogresa in that direction. Except for fabrication I brough to light all the evidence 
they got and used except for the police tape, which was done by a friend of mine 	--- 
in 8/17. When they ignored this until the last official breath do yoM need more for 
your own reading? 

hone of my statements are prepared, cepr for the numerous affidavits I file 
in court, which are too voluminous to copy. All py comments are ad lib. I take it 
you heard the Miami broadcast. When the guy called me I was on the air. 

Lane is a Judenrat, a psycho, an able man who is a walking encyclopaedia of 
misinformation, one who believes God put lilies into the world for gilding onle, 
a really successful commercializer and a very b d person. 

Nope, no book onnthis committee. I long to get back to writing the hundreds 
of thousands of pages of records I dredge from the official quicksands-. y work will 
be adequate commentary without addressing them directly. 

I'd like to get down there too but it does not appear likely. 
When you go dip in your fool in t4Inuary I go outside and provide us with fire-

rood as my contribution to the energy crisis. And the real reason, it is the best 
medicine for me now that the doctor is allowing it and similar work. I'm getting 
muscles again. 

When I get to Wilmington, which isn t often, I don't get around, having no 
wheels. I can drive that far now althougfi riding is no problem as long. as I can walk 
a bit every 206-110 minutes. I didn't know Laboveky had returned or I'd have phoned 
him lastbtime, about August. Only one I saw was mispucha, Jake Balick. 

It's an odd think, you meantionlng fame. e:aware has never invited me to speak 
there. I think you made at least a hint. They teach a course, I've heard, on 
assassinations, but I don't recall their ordering any of my books, which are the 
basic works. Meanwhile, Wisconsin has just published a book on one of my numerous 
Freedom of Information cases, the one that among other things is the first defeat 
the government ever had when it invoked national security. I only had to prove a 
negative to prevail in that case. 

My work is little understood. it is much broader and deeper than any whodunit. 
It addresses the integrity of out institutions and an authoritarianism that is about 
to stop creeping up on us and walk before it runs. 

Glad to hear from you. 'Hope a good year lies ahead. Please give my best to 
those of our past with whom you are in touch. 

Best. 


